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Electronic surface, interface and edge states are well-known concepts in low-dimensional
solids and have already been utilised for practical applications. It is expected that
magnons–the bosonic quasiparticles representing the magnetic excitations– shall also exhibit
such exotic states. However, how these states are formed in layered magnetic structures is
hitherto unknown. Here we bring the topic of magnonic surface and interface states in
layered ferromagnets into discussion. We provide experimental examples of synthetic
layered structures, supporting our discussions and show that these states can be tailored in
artificially fabricated structures. We demonstrate that the magnonic surface or interface
states may show peculiar features, including "standing” or "ultrafast” states. We argue that
these states can drastically change their electronic and magnonic transport properties. In this
way one can design layered ferromagnets which act as magnon conductor, semiconductor
and insulator of specific states.
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The concept of the electronic band structure is one of themost important concepts in condensed-matter physics. It isessentially used to describe the electron dynamics in solids
and thereby understand their macroscopic properties1–3. The
concept was first developed by Bloch in the early days of quantum
theory of solids4. Soon after, it was realized that the presence of
surface and interface can lead to additional electronic bands and
hence the concepts of surface and interface states were intro-
duced5–7. Generally, based on Bloch’s theorem, the eigenstates of
the single-electron Schrödinger’s equation with a perfectly peri-
odic potential are the so-called Bloch states. The termination of a
crystal at the surface (or interface) causes deviations from perfect
periodicity. Consequently, if the periodic boundary conditions are
abandoned in the direction normal to the surface (or interface),
the behavior of electrons will deviate from their behavior in the
bulk and leads to the formation of new electronic states, that is,
surface (or interface) states. The most prominent examples of
surface states are those observed at the surface of some noble
metals. Examples of this kind are the Schockley and Tamm
states5–7. The interface states, on the other hand, have mainly
been discussed in semiconductor heterostructures, where two
different materials are brought together8. They obey somewhat
the same physics as those of the surface states. The main differ-
ence, however, is that the periodic potential is not abruptly
changed into the vacuum level, but it is changed into a different
potential level, which can then be periodic. Hence, more scenarios
are expected in the latter case8.
Note that the Shockley and Tamm states are not conceptionally
different. In fact, there is no real physical distinction between
these two. The only difference is that the mathematical approach
in describing the surface states is different. The condition under
which the surface states can exist and the differences between
Tamm and Shockley states are discussed in ref. 9. The mechanism
of Tamm is suitable to describe wide bandgap semiconductors.
Shockley states are normally states that arise due to the abrupt
change in the electron potential associated solely with the crystal
termination. This approach is suitable to describe metals like Cu,
Ag, and Au, and narrow bandgap semiconductors. Generally, the
band-center operator and the Berry phase may be used to
investigate the gap between the bands of specific symmetry,
supporting the existence of the surface states10.
Low-dimensional solids with confined geometries, for example,
thin films with finite thicknesses, exhibit also surface or interface
states. In such structures, the effects associated with quantum
confinement (quantum size effects or quantum well states) are
also present1,7.
The concept of surface states became more interesting after the
discovery of the topologically protected surface states in topolo-
gical materials, for example, topological insulators and Dirac and
Weyl semimetals11–15. The most prominent property of these
surface states is that they are topologically protected and are,
therefore, robust against external perturbations. This fact makes
these materials promising candidates for utilizing surface states in
practical devices.
Surface and interface states are not only limited to the fer-
mionic Bloch states. The bosonic quasiparticles in a truncated
solid and in heterostructures can exhibit surface and interface
states16. Although such states have been the topic of several
theoretical considerations, they have rarely been addressed in the
experiments. The concept of bosonic surface, interface, and edge
states has recently become very attractive in the context of
topologically protected bosonic states17–19. It is theoretically
predicted and experimentally confirmed that under some cir-
cumstances such topologically protected states are present in
layered materials18–25. Special attention has been paid to mag-
nons, as the bosonic quasiparticles of spin excitations in a
magnetic solid. This is due to the fact that these excitations can, in
principle, be utilized in the new generation of devices, for
example, in magnonics. However, how the magnonic band
structure is formed in a system composed of alternating ferro-
magnetic layers, how such a magnonic band structure develops
with increasing the number of atomic layers, how the surface and
interface states enter the picture, and how can be tailored is
hitherto experimentally unexplored.
It is important to note that in the case of layered ferromagnets
with a finite number of atomic layers, the definition of surface
and interface states is not exactly the same as the one con-
ventionally used for semi-infinite crystals. In the present case, the
effects associated with the quantum confinement in the direction
perpendicular to the layers become of great importance. More-
over, one needs to find a way to assign the observed bands to the
surface and interface layers.
Here, by investigating model systems of atomically engineered
epitaxial layered ferromagnets, we bring the topic of magnonic
surface and interface states, formed in structures composed of a
finite number of atomic layers, into discussion. We provide the
experimental results, obtained using spin-polarized high-reso-
lution electron energy-loss spectroscopy (SPEELS), and combine
them with accurate theoretical calculations. We first start with
the concept of the magnonic band structure in layered ferro-
magnets and discuss the physics of the band formation in such
structures. We discuss the origin of the bands with respect to
their real-space localization and provide new insights into the
origin of the magnonic bands. We use the concept of the real-
space localization of the magnons and their layered-resolved
density of states (DOS) to distinguish between, surface, interface,
and interior magnon states. We then outline the circumstances
under which the surface and interface states are formed. We
further provide experimental examples for each case, supporting
our discussions. We experimentally demonstrate how these states
may be tailored in atomically designed synthetic structures.
Moreover, we demonstrate that under some conditions, the
surface or interface states show peculiar features, including
“standing bosonic Bloch states” or “states with the ultrahigh
group velocity.” We discuss how these states may change the
properties of the material and how they influence the magnon
dynamics as well as the electron transport in designed
heterostructures.
Results
The concept of electronic band structure originates from the
Bloch states in a periodic potential. The Bloch states are the
eigenstates of a Schrödinger-like equation, which is invariant
under translation symmetry. In the case of bosonic excitations
such as magnons, the relevant Hamiltonian is the one known as
the Heisenberg Hamiltonian. The solutions of this Hamiltonian
are also Bloch states. One can show that such states for a single-
element ferromagnetic solid with only one atom in the unit-cell
degenerate in energy, forming only a single magnonic band. In
fact, the number of magnonic bands is equal to the number of
unit cells. Due to the perfect periodicity, all bands degenerate in
energy, forming a single magnonic band. In the case of a semi-
infinite truncated magnetic solid, one has to introduce the surface
effects. This can easily be done by assuming that the magnon
wavevector in the direction perpendicular to the surface is a
complex number. This fact leads to two sets of solutions, that
is, the surface and volume modes, as the consequence of the
imaginary and real part of the perpendicular magnon wave-
vector26–31.
In the case of a system composed of a finite number of atomic
slabs, the situation is somewhat different. The degeneracy of the
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magnon bands is lifted, due to the broken translation symmetry
in the direction perpendicular to the layers, and hence several
magnon bands are expected, including surface and interface
states26–28. Note that although there are differences between the
surface states of a finite system and the conventional surface
states of a semi-infinite crystal, they share several common fea-
tures (see the discussion below). In order to illustrate these effects,
we consider synthetic ferromagnetic layered structures, ordered in
face-centered tetragonal structure, with one complete unit cell. To
fulfill this condition, one requires three atomic layers. Another
important consideration is that, since these layers are epitaxially
grown on a substrate one deals with three distinct atomic layers,
which are inherently different, that is, surface, interior, and
interface layer. In order to see how the magnonic band structure
is formed in such structures, we measure and compare three
systems: (i) Co/Co/Fe, (ii) Co/Fe/Co, and (iii) Fe/Co/Co. All three
systems are grown on Ir(001). The main idea is to create different
surface and interfaces and thereby see how the magnonic bands
are formed and what is the contribution of different parts of the
unit cell to the band structure. For details on the sample pre-
paration and characterization, see “Methods.”
In Fig. 1, the SPEELS spectra recorded at the wavevector of
q∥= 1Å−1 along the Γ–X direction of the surface Brillouin zone
(SBZ) are presented. The spectra recorded with different spin
polarization vectors of the incoming electron beam (I↓ and I↑)
and the sum spectra (I↓+ I↑) are shown in the upper panel. The
difference (I↓− I↑) and the asymmetry (
I#I"
I#þI") spectra are shown
in the lower panel. In all three systems, one clearly observes the
signature of different magnon modes in the spectra. While in the
case of Co/Co/Fe and Co/Fe/Co the peaks associated with dif-
ferent magnon modes are well separated, in the case of Fe/Co/Co
they are close in energy and mainly one single peak is dominating
the spectra. In order to probe the magnonic band structure, the
spectra were recorded at different values of q∥ and along the main
symmetry directions of SBZ.
Bloch spectral function of magnonic band structure. The
magnonic band structure probed in Co/Co/Fe, Co/Fe/Co, and Fe/
Co/Co systems is presented in Fig. 2a–c, respectively. The results
are compared to those of three atomic layers of Co grown on the
same substrate, shown in Fig. 2d. The reason for choosing these
synthetic multilayers is that Co/Co/Fe and Co/Co/Co systems
share the same surface but different interfaces. In contrast, Co/Fe/
Co and Co/Co/Co systems share the same surface and interface,
but they differ in the interior layer. The Fe/Co/Co, Co/Fe/Co, and
Co/Co/Co systems share the same interface layer and differ in the
surface and interior layers. A comparison among all these systems
would allow to experimentally separate the contributions of dif-
ferent atomic layers to the magnonic band structure.
The magnonic band structure in Fig. 2 is constructed by
plotting the Bloch spectral function (BSF) of magnons, calculated
for each system. The experimental data are shown by symbols. As
it is apparent from Fig. 2, all systems exhibit three magnon bands
associated with different quantum numbers n= 0, 1, and 2. Here,
n represents the emergent quantum confinement in the magnonic
Bloch states in the direction perpendicular to the layers (under
the assumption of unpinned spins at the surface and interface the
perpendicular component of the wavevector q⊥ is given by q⊥=
qz= nπ/md, where m= 3 is the number of atomic layers and d is
the thickness of one atomic layer in the units of angstrom, see the
discussion below).
Note that the description of the magnonic band structure
provided above is general. As no additional assumption is
considered, the resulting magnonic band structure includes all the
possible states including surface, interface, and interior states. It
will be shown that the assignment of the magnons to the surface,
interior, and interface layer can be done based on the layer-
resolved BSF or the magnonic DOS (a similar approach is used
for the electronic states, in order to assign the bands to different
parts of the structures). In the limit of m≫ one may assume that
q⊥ is a complex quantity. Under such an assumption, the surface
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Fig. 1 Spin-polarized high-resolution electron energy-loss spectra recorded on different layered structures. The spectra are recorded at a wavevector of
q∥= 1Å−1 along the Γ–X of a Co/Co/Fe, b Co/Fe/Co, and c Fe/Co/Co, all grown on Ir(001). I↓ and I↑ represent the intensity spectra when the spin
polarization of the incoming electron beam was parallel and antiparallel to the minority spins of the sample. The sum (I↓+ I↑), difference (I↓− I↑), and
asymmetry (
I#I"
I#þI") spectra are also shown. In all three examples, several magnon modes are visible in the spectra. The geometrical structures of the
investigated layered structures are depicted as the insets (blue and red spheres represent Fe and Co atoms, respectively).
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modes are determined by the imaginary part of q⊥ and the bulk
modes are the consequence of the real part of q⊥. On can show
that the same can be concluded assuming a large but a finite m
and analyzing the magnonic BSF or DOS.
Comparing the results of the Co/Co/Fe and Co/Fe/Co to those
of the Co/Co/Co system, one notices that the magnonic band
structure is very much different, even though all systems show
nearly the same geometrical structure. A noticeable difference was
observed when comparing the magnonic band structure of Co/
Co/Fe with the one of Co/Fe/Co. In order to shed light on the
origin of this effect, one way would be to calculate the spectral
function of the magnonic Bloch states and see how the magnonic
bands are formed leading to the observed magnonic band
structure. To this end, we calculate and compare the BSF of the
magnonic states in the momentum space, in a way similar to that
of the Bloch electronic states in solids. BSF can be projected onto
different parts of the unit cell in order to separate the
contribution of different atoms to the magnonic bands. Moreover,
the magnon density of states (DOS) can be calculated by
integrating the BSF over the momentum space. In the same way,
the partial magnon DOS of each atomic layer can be calculated by
integrating the projected BSF on that particular layer.
The magnonic band structure presented in Fig. 2a reveals that
in the case of the Co/Co/Fe system, a magnonic bandgap is
opened along the Γ– M between the n= 0 and n= 1 magnon
modes. Likewise, the n= 1 and n= 2 are also separated by a
bandgap of ~20 meV along the Γ– M direction and by a bandgap
of ~70 meV along the Γ–X direction. In the case of the Co/Fe/Co
and Co/Co/Co systems, the bandgap is opened only between the
n= 1 and n= 2 bands. The magnitude of the bandgap in the case
of the Co/Fe/Co system is ~80 meV along the Γ– M and ~50 meV
along the Γ–X direction. This bandgap for the case of Co/Co/Co is
~85 meV (a detailed discussion on the magnonic band gaps
maybe found in ref. 32).
BSF of the Co/Co/Fe system described in Fig. 2a is presented in
Fig. 3a–d. We show the spectral function projected into all three
atomic layers and compare the results to those projected into
individual atomic layers. The total BSF of the Co/Co/Fe system is
shown in Fig. 3a. The BSF projected into the interface, middle,
and surface layer is presented in Fig. 3b–d, respectively. In this
system, the main contribution to the magnon band with n= 0
originates from the Fe atoms located next to the Ir substrate. This
is due to the fact that the BSF of this mode exhibits the largest
spectral weight when it is projected into the interface Fe layer.
Looking at the density of magnon states, presented in Fig. 3e, one
ends up with the same conclusion. The magnon DOS projected
into different layers indicates that the low-energy part of the
spectrum is mainly localized in the interface layer, that is, in the
Fe layer. Likewise, the middle part of the spectrum is governed by
the magnons localized in the topmost Co layer. Finally, the high-
energy part of the spectrum describes the magnons localized in
the middle layer (see Fig. 3c). The Bloch states of the n= 1
magnon band are mainly localized in the topmost Co layer, since
this mode has the largest spectral weight when it is projected into
this layer. We note that the localization of the magnon bands can
analogously be explained considering magnons as classical waves
(the same is correct for other quasiparticles). However, the
quantum mechanical description of magnons provides an
unambiguous way of determining their characteristics such as
their BSF and DOS. Moreover, such a description is more realistic
for high-energy, high-wavevector magnons and provides a rather
complete picture of the experimental results. The very strong
spatial localization of the n= 0 and n= 1 magnon modes has
consequences on the real-space propagation of the magnon states.
We come back to this point later in the “Discussion” section,
where we describe the real-space propagation of magnons.
In the case of Co/Fe/Co/Ir(001), however, the pattern of the
spectral function is inherently different. These patterns are
presented in Fig. 3f–i. BSF projected into all three layers is
presented in Fig. 3f. The projected BSF into the interface, middle,
and surface layers is shown in Fig. 3g–i, respectively. Comparing
the spectral functions presented in Fig. 3g, h indicates that the
contributions of the first two layers to the first two magnon
modes (the mode with n= 0 and n= 1) are nearly equal. This
fact is also reflected in the partial density of magnon states plotted
in Fig. 3j, revealing that the lower part of the spectrum is
governed by the magnons localized in these two layers. This
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Fig. 2 The magnonic band structure of different layered structures. The results are presented for the a Co/Co/Fe, b Co/Fe/Co, c Fe/Co/Co, and d Co/
Co/Co systems. The calculated band structure is represented as the Bloch spectral function of magnons in all three layers. The experimental data are
shown by symbols. The data shown by the cyan color are based on the analysis of the difference spectra. The data represented by the light-gray color are
based on the analysis of the asymmetry spectra. While in the case of Co/Co/Fe the n= 0 and n= 1 magnon bands are very different in their shape, in the
case of Co/Fe/Co they exhibit a rather similar shape. The error bars represent both the statistical and systematic uncertainties (see “Methods” section). In
all panels, Γ, X, and M represent the high symmetry points of the surface Brillouin zone.
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made of different materials. The results are also different from
those of the Co/Co/Co system, presented in Fig. 3k–o. Here again,
the n= 0 magnon band is mainly localized in the interface Co
layer. The middle and topmost layer host mainly the n= 2 and
n= 1 magnon bands, respectively.
The differences in the shape as well as in the spatial localization
of different magnonic bands, observed for the different synthetic
ferromagnetic layered structures, are a consequence of different
patterns of the magnetic exchange parameters in these systems33.
The n= 0 magnon mode of the Co/Co/Fe/Ir(001) system is
almost a perfect interface mode due to the fact that the magnetic
exchange parameters in the Fe layer next to the Ir substrate are
very weak34–36. This fact leads to a soft magnon mode, which lies
below other magnon bands. This mode represents a magnon
mode, which has the largest spectral weight when it is projected
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Fig. 3 The magnon Bloch spectral function and density of magnonic states (DOS) of different layered structures. Co/Co/Fe (a–e), Co/Fe/Co (f–j), and
Co/Co/Co (k–o). The total Bloch spectral function of Co/Co/Fe is presented in panel (a) and the projected Bloch spectral function into the interface,
middle, and surface layer is shown in panels (b, c, and d), respectively. The total and layer-resolved magnon density of states are shown in panel (e). The
total Bloch spectral function of Co/Fe/Co is presented in panel (f) and the projected Bloch spectral function into the interface, middle, and surface layer is
shown in panels (g, h, and i), respectively. The total and layer-resolved magnon density of states are shown in panel (j). The total Bloch spectral function of
Co/Co/Co is presented in panel (k) and the projected Bloch spectral function into the interface, middle, and surface layer is shown in panels (l, m, and n),
respectively. The total and layer-resolved magnon density of states are shown in panel (o). The experimental data are shown by the symbols. The data
shown by the cyan color are based on the analysis of the difference spectra. The data represented by the light-gray color are based on the analysis of the
asymmetry spectra. The error bars represent both the statistical and systematic uncertainties (see “Methods” section). In all panels, Γ, X, and M represent
the high symmetry points of the surface Brillouin zone.
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n= 1 is almost purely a surface mode, which is characterized by
its large spectral weight when it is projected into the surface Co
layer. Although the mode with n= 2, lying in the high-energy
part of the spectrum, is mainly an interior mode, which is
localized in the middle Co layer, it is also partially localized in the
surface Co layer. While the energy of the n= 1 magnon mode
increases with the wavevector, the one of the n= 0 mode shows
an unexpected behavior, that is, undergoes an extremum before
the zone boundary. This is the signature of a complex pattern of
intralayer exchange parameters. Generally, if a ferromagnetic
material is grown on a substrate in the form of a monolayer (ML).
The values and the character of the exchange coupling constants
can be very different from those of the bulk37,38. For example, the
nearest-neighbor exchange constant can be positive (ferromag-
netic character) and the next-nearest-neighbor exchange constant
can be negative (antiferromagnetic character). The reason is
twofold: (i) the geometrical structure as a result of the film
epitaxy, and (ii) the hybridizations of the electronic structures of
the film with those of the substrate. The situation is more
complex if one increases the number of atomic layers. In this case,
the pattern of the exchange parameters will be very complex
through the whole structure, meaning that some exchange
constants can be positive and some negative34,35.
Similarly, one may analyze the BSF of the Fe/Co/Co system and
its projection into different layers. Such data are provided in the
Supplementary Fig. 1. The analysis reveals that the n= 0 and n=
1 magnon modes of this system are mainly localized in the
surface (Fe) and interface (Co) layer, respectively. However, the
degree of localization is not as strong as in the Co/Co/Fe system.
The n= 2 magnon band is strongly localized in the middle Co
layer, similar to the other systems, discussed above (for a
discussion see the Supplementary Note 1).
As a side remark, further analyses of the investigated magnon
bands in all the measured systems revealed that they do not
exhibit detectable topological properties. This is due to the small
Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction (DMI), compared to the
Heisenberg exchange and also the symmetry of the systems.
Magnetic anisotropy is an important concept in ultrathin
magnetic films and multilayers. To see the consequence of this
term on the magnonic band structure, one just needs to know
how it enters the spin Hamiltonian. The anisotropy term has the
form of HAn ¼  12
P
iK Si beð Þ2. Here K denotes the effective
magnetic anisotropy constant, Si represent the spins on site i and
be represents the direction of the easy axis. The consequence of
this term is that it opens up a very small gap for the q∥= 0
magnons, that is, at the Γ point37,39. The gap is directly
proportional to K and is on the order of μeV, which is several
orders of magnitude smaller than the energies considered here.
Constant energy slices. In order to investigate the momentum
and real-space localization of different magnon bands, we analyze
the two-dimensional momentum space distribution of magnons
in different layers. To this end, we calculate the so-called constant
energy slices of BSF and their projections into different layers.
Figure 4 shows the constant energy slices of the magnonic bands
of the three systems discussed above. In this representation, the
magnon BSF is shown in the qx–qy momentum space (here the
subscripts x and y denote the main in-plane axes). Since for each
energy this distribution is different, we show the momentum
contours for several energy cuts. The positions of the magnon
peaks as observed in the experimental spectra are indicated by
solid circles.
For simplicity let us start the discussion with the Co/Co/Co
system. The results of this system are presented in Fig. 4a–d.
While the total BSF of all layers is shown in Fig. 4a, the projected
BSF into the interface, middle, and surface layers is shown in
Fig. 4b–d, respectively. In this case for energies <100 meV one
observes a ring-like pattern of BSF in the two-dimensional
momentum space. The diameter of the ring increases with energy.
At ~100 meV another ring associated with the n= 1 magnon
mode appears and the pattern evolves into a pattern with two
centered rings. The diameter of the two rings increases with
energy. The ring corresponding to n= 0 disappears at the edges
of SBZ at an energy of ~220 meV. The one corresponding to the
n= 1 magnon mode disappears at an energy of ~350 meV. At
this energy, a new mode appears from the edges of SBZ, that is,
the n= 2 magnon mode. Since this mode exhibits a negative
group velocity, it first appears as a ring with a large diameter. The
diameter of the ring decreases with energy. The projected
momentum space distribution of magnon modes, shown in
Fig. 4b–d, indicates that the low-energy part of the magnon
spectrum (energies <200 meV) has the largest spectral weight
when it is projected into the interface Co layer. This part of the
spectrum corresponds to the n= 0 and partially n= 1 magnon
mode. In contrast, the high-energy part of the spectrum (energies
>350 meV)) has the largest spectral weight, when the pattern is
projected into the middle Co layer. Finally, the middle part of the
magnon spectrum has its largest spectral weight when it is
projected into the surface Co layer. Interestingly, the spectral
weight of the other parts of the magnon spectrum on this layer is
considerable. This is perhaps the most important feature of the
system, which leads to the efficient excitation of all three magnon
modes using low-energy electrons. Summarizing the above
discussion, the Co/Co/Co system represents a case in which the
interface Co layer has the largest contribution to the low-energy
part of the spectrum. The surface layer has the largest
contribution to the middle part of the spectrum and also a finite
contribution to all the other magnonic bands. The high-energy
part of the spectrum is mainly governed by the middle Co layer.
A similar conclusion may be drawn by looking at the magnonic
DOS presented in Fig. 3e.
The constant energy slices of the magnonic bands for the case
of Co/Co/Fe is shown in Fig. 4e–h. Again the total BSF of all
layers is shown in Fig. 4e and the projected BSF into the interface,
middle, and surface layer is shown in Fig. 4f–h, respectively. As it
is apparent from Fig. 4e, the ring-like pattern of the n= 0
magnon modes evolves into a double ring structure at an energy
of ~60 meV. This is an unusual behavior, since at this energy only
the n= 0 magnon band should exist. The second ring appears
from the edges of the SBZ and moves towards the zone center,
while going to higher energies. This peculiar behavior is a result
of the complex real-space pattern of magnetic exchange
parameters in the interface Fe layer. The competition of different
exchange parameters leads to an unusual magnon band, which
undergoes an extremum in the midway of Γ– M. This has very
interesting consequences on the real-space localization of
magnons (see the “Discussion” section). The spectral function
projected into different layers is presented in Fig. 4f–h. Looking at
the projected magnon BSF on the interface Fe layer (Fig. 4f), one
realizes that the low-energy part of the magnon spectrum
(energies <100 meV) and in particular the n= 0 magnon mode
is entirely localized in the interface Fe layer. The degree of
localization is much higher than the case of Co/Co/Co system.
The intermediate- and high-energy part of the magnon spectrum
is localized in the top two Co layers. The fast increase of the size
of the square-like pattern of the n= 1 magnon mode with energy
indicates a rather high group velocity of this magnon mode.
The constant energy slices of the magnonic band structure for
the case of Co/Fe/Co is presented in Fig. 4i–l. The total BSF of all
layers is shown in Fig. 4i and the projected BSF into the interface,
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middle, and surface layer is shown in Fig. 4j–l, respectively. In this
case, the low-energy part of the magnon spectrum is distributed
over all three layers. This part includes the n= 0 and n= 1
magnon modes of the system. The configuration of the exchange
constants is such that the resulting magnon bands representing
these two modes are similar and behave like two parallel parabola
in the energy–momentum space. Interestingly, the intermediate
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Fig. 4 Two-dimensional momentum maps at fixed energies. Panels a–d represent the Co/Co/Co system. a The spectral function projected into all three
layers, b into the interface layer, c into the middle layer, and d into the surface layer. Panels e–h represent the Co/Co/Fe system. The projected Bloch
spectral function into all three layers, the interface layer, the middle layer, and the surface layer, is shown in panels (e, f, g, h), respectively. The results of
the Co/Fe/Co system are show in panels (i–l), where the projected Bloch spectral function into all three layers, the interface layer, the middle layer, and the
surface layer is shown in panels (i, j, k, l), respectively. The places where the magnon peaks are observed in the experimental spectra are shown by solid
circles. In all panels, Γ, X, and M represent the high symmetry points of the surface Brillouin zone.
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three layers. The high-energy part of the magnon spectrum,
which mainly includes the n= 2 magnon mode, is mostly
localized in the top two layers (mainly the surface Co layer).
We would like to emphasize that the unconventional properties
of surface/interface magnons described above are due to the
complex pattern of the magnetic exchange interaction in these
systems. Considering only the periodicity and symmetry breaking
in the system would not explain the observed effects. We show
experimentally that the complex pattern of the exchange
interaction in these layered structures can be used to tailor the
magnonic band structure of these systems as well as the spatial
localization of different magnon bands.
Discussion
As pointed out earlier, the magnonic band structure of different
systems exhibits unusual and unique features. Taking the Co/Co/
Fe as an example, the n= 0 magnon mode undergoes an extre-
mum at the midway of Γ– M direction. The complex pattern of
the exchange interaction in this system leads to such interesting
effects in the magnonic band structure. Note that this point is not
a high symmetry point. In contrast, the n= 1 magnon mode
shows an expected monotonous behavior. These two effects have
direct consequences on the magnon wave packets, which describe
the two magnon modes. In order to illustrate this, we construct
the magnon wave packets representing these two modes. For that,
we focus on the wavevector of q∥= 1Å−1 along the Γ– M direc-
tion (this means qx= qy= 0.71Å−1) and discuss how these wave
packets evolve in real time and real space.
In Fig. 5a–d the two-dimensional momentum map of the
spectral function of the magnon mode with n= 0 and the energy
of 66 meV are presented. The total spectral function is shown in
Fig. 5a and the projected spectral function into the interface,
middle, and surface layer is shown in panels b–d, respectively. We
aim to construct the magnon wave packet in the point marked
with the cross, that is, (qx, qy)= (0.71, 0.71) (the values are given
in the units of Å−1). Since at this point the dispersion relation of
the n= 0 magnon mode shows a broad maximum, the distribu-
tion of the mode in the two-dimensional momentum space is
rather broad. This is in contrast to the n= 1 magnon mode,
which shows a narrow distribution (see Fig. 5e for the two-
dimensional momentum space distribution of the n= 1 magnon
mode at the wavevector of (qx, qy)= (0.71, 0.71) and energy of
180 meV). The projected spectral function of this mode into the
interface, middle, and surface layer is shown in Fig. 5f–h,
respectively. The fact that the magnons with n= 0 represent the
interface states and those with n= 1 represent the surface states
can easily be concluded by comparing the projected BSF of these
modes into the surface and interface layers (compare Fig. 5b–d
and f–h).
Since we have now all the required information regarding the
real-space localization of magnons and also their group and
phase velocities, we can provide the real-space representation of
magnon wave packets representing these two modes. To this end,
we have constructed the magnon wave packets from the
experimental data in the same way as described earlier40–42.
Generally, the magnon wave packet is a result of the Fourier
transformation of the experimental magnon signal measured in
the momentum–energy space.
Looking at the experimentally measured intensity profile in
momentum–energy space, one realizes that the measured mag-
non signal shows a broadening in momentum and a broadening
in energy. In order to construct the wave packet from the
experimental data, both the distribution in momentum and in
energy are important and have to be taken into account. This has
been considered in our analysis via two steps. In the first step, we
considered the momentum space broadening of the magnon
spectra. In the second step, we considered the energy space
broadening of the spectra by entering the experimental lifetime of
the magnon wave packet τn (the superscript n refers to the mode
number) into the analysis. The lifetime is inversely proportional
to the intrinsic broadening of the magnon mode in energy Γn by
τn= 2ℏ/Γn. Our analysis reveals that in the case of Co/Co/Fe, the
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Fig. 5 Two-dimensional momentum space distribution of magnons in the Co/Co/Fe system. The energy cuts are chosen so as to highlight the in-plane
wavevector of 1Å−1 along the high symmetry Γ– M (Γ and M represent the high symmetry points of the surface Brillouin zone). Panels a–d show the results
for the magnon energy of 66meV (magnons with n= 0) and e–h are the results for the magnon energy of 180meV (magnons with n= 1). The total Bloch
spectral function is shown in panels (a, e). The Bloch spectral function projected into the interface (b, f), middle (c, g), and surface layer (d, h) is
also shown.
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magnon modes, respectively. In layered structures discussed here,
we further considered the real-space localization of the magnons
while constructing the wave packets. This is done by taking into
account the layer-resolved spectral function. The resulted wave
packets and their real-time dynamics are illustrated in Fig. 6.
The magnitude of the group velocity of the magnon wave
packet at the point q0 is given by vg ¼ ∂ω∂q jq0 . For the wave packet
with n= 0 and the point indicated by the cross in Fig. 5, the
group velocity is zero. The wave packet represents a “standing
wave” that is mainly localized in the Fe layer. It is extremely
important to notice that the observed zero group velocity, which
leads to the formation of standing magnon states, does not take
place at the high symmetry points. Surprisingly, it occurs some-
where in the midway of the high symmetry Γ– M direction of SBZ.
The phase velocity at the point (q0, ℏω0) is given by vp ¼ ω0q0 . Our
analysis indicates that this magnon wave packet possesses also a
rather low phase velocity of about vp= 10 km s−1, since the
energy of this mode is rather low. In contrast, the magnon mode
with n= 1, which represents a surface mode travels rather fast. It
travels with a group velocity as large as vg= 34.1 km s−1 and
possesses a phase velocity as high as vp= 27.4 km s−1. This wave
packet is entirely localized at the Co layers and mainly in the
surface Co layer (see Fig. 5g, h). Hence, it represents a “true”
surface mode.
Interestingly, in a similar manner, one can show that the group
velocity of the n= 2 magnon mode of this system is also zero and
the wave packet associated with this magnon mode behaves also
as a “standing wave.” This is due to the fact that this magnon
band undergoes a minimum at this point (see, for example,
Fig. 2a). Our results indicate that the Co/Co/Fe/Ir(001) system
may be considered as an “interface and bulk magnon insulator.”
Such a system exhibits no magnon conductivity at the interface
and in the interior of the film but a high magnon conductivity at
the surface. It, therefore, may represent “ultrafast magnonic
surface states.” This observation is important for the processes
that involve magnons and their dynamics. Examples are mag-
netotransport properties of epitaxial heterostructures (known as
tunnel magnetoresistance and giant magnetoresistance struc-
tures)43–54. Furthermore, the results are also important in the
context of static and dynamic properties of magnetic hetero-
structures, as these properties are tightly connected to the prop-
erties of magnons in these structures. Another important
consequence of the observed effect is that it can largely influence
the phenomenon of magnetization reversal using spin-polarized
currents, spin Hall, or spin torque effects, as these effects are
associated with the coupling of the electrons’ spins to the inter-
face magnetic moments and their dynamics. Taking the phe-
nomenon of current-induced magnetization reversal as an
example, in order to excite and finally reverse the magnetization
of the magnetic layer, an efficient coupling of the spin of the
transport electrons to the magnetic moments of the ferromagnetic
layer is essential43–54. Such a coupling can efficiently be enhanced
by involving the interface magnons. If such magnons have
standing character, an enhanced coupling is expected. We note
that in most of these devices mainly the dipolar magnons with
very small wavevector are excited. However, it is important to
note that the exchange-dominated magnons can also be excited
under some circumstances. Hence, it is important to consider the
effects discussed above in the actual physical processes leading to
the observed phenomena.
As a side remark, we would like to point out that the points for
which we constructed the wave packets in Fig. 6 contribute largely
to the magnon DOS. Looking at the data presented in Fig. 3e
reveals that at an energy of 66 meV the magnons exhibit a very
large DOS. The magnon DOS at this point is almost entirely
determined by the magnons localized in the interface layer. At an
energy of 180 meV also the magnon DOS is large. In this part, the
surface magnons contribute largely to these states. The large
density of magnon states at these points would lead to a large
contribution of these magnons to the overall properties of the
system. Hence, these magnons would govern the static as well as
dynamic properties of the system.
The behavior of the magnons describing the n= 1 magnon
band is very similar to the Shockley surface states at some metallic
surfaces, for example, Cu(111), Ag(111), and Au(111). In addi-
tion to the exciting physics of these states, an interesting feature
of surface electronic states, in particular the Shockley states, is
that they have been used to build up exotic quantum states55,56 or
periodic structures57 at surfaces. In a similar manner, magnon
surface states might be used for such purposes. The core idea is
very similar to that of the surface electronic states. One should
bear in mind that magnons represent a fine variation of mag-
netization in real time and space, which might be utilized for local
modulation of the spin state. Exploiting the high-wavevector
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Fig. 6 Real-space evolution of surface and interface magnons in the Co/Co/Fe structure. The evolution of the magnon wave packets in the Co/Co/Fe
structure at the point (qx, qy)= (0.71, 0.71), indicated in Fig. 5. Here, qx and qy represent the x and y components of the wavevector. τn denotes the lifetime
of the nth magnon mode and is obtained from the experimental data (τn= 2_=Γn, where Γn represent the intrinsic broadening of the magnon modes, τ0=
33 fs and τ1= 15 fs). The amplitude of the wave packets after t= 5τn is multiplied by 1000 for clarity. The n= 0 mode does not propagate, indicating its
standing-wave characteristics, while the n= 1 mode propagates over 5 nm within t= 150 fs.
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magnons shall lead to the realization of lateral variations on very
short length scales (on the order of a few nanometers).
As a side remark, the magnonic surface states can also exhibit
effects similar to the Rashba effect for electronic states. Such an
effect is expected for systems with a large DMI. In such a case, the
DMI field acting on the magnons plays the role of the spin–orbit
field on the electrons. Consequently, the magnonic band asso-
ciated with such a surface splits into two bands for the two
opposite magnetization directions, when the magnon wavevector
is perpendicular to the magnetization. The effect has been
observed for an Fe double layer on W(110)58–60 and is in analogy
to the Rashba type of splitting of the electronic surface states for
the two opposite spin directions of the electrons.
We now aim to construct the wave packets representing the
n= 0 and n= 1 magnon bands of the Co/Fe/Co system. The
bands representing these states exhibit a very similar shape (see,
for example, Fig. 2b). As an example, we analyze the magnons
with the wavevector of q∥= qx= 0.7Å−1 along the high sym-
metry Γ–X direction. We first analyze the distribution of these
two magnon modes in the momentum space. For the n= 0
magnon mode, the corresponding magnon energy is 76 meV, and
for the n= 1 magnon mode, it is ~123 meV. The two-
dimensional momentum space distribution of all layers and the
corresponding layer-resolved patterns are presented in Fig. 7. The
results of the n= 0 magnon mode are shown in the upper row
and those of the n= 1 magnon mode are shown in the lower row.
For the magnon energy of 76 meV, the pattern of all three layers
is shown in Fig. 7a, and the projected BSF into the interface,
middle, and surface layer is shown in Fig. 7b–d, respectively. For
the magnon energy of 123 meV, the pattern of all three layers is
shown in Fig. 7e, and the projected BSF into the interface, middle,
and surface layer is shown in Fig. 7f–h, respectively.
We construct the wave packet in the point indicated by the
cross in Fig. 7, that is, (qx, qy)= (0.7, 0), in the units of Å−1. The
wave packets and their evolution in real time and space are shown
in Fig. 8.
In contrary to the case of Co/Co/Fe, in the present case, both
magnon modes travel with a rather similar group velocity (the
n= 0 magnon band possesses a group velocity of about vg=
24.3 km s−1 and the n= 1 magnon band exhibits a group velocity
of about vg= 27.2 km s−1). While the n= 0 magnon mode is
mainly localized in the interface layer, the n= 1 magnon mode is
almost equally localized in the surface and interface layer.
Interestingly, both modes have similar spectral weight in the
interior layer. Although these modes show a rather similar group
velocity, their lifetime is different (τ0= 53 fs and τ1= 19 fs). This
fact leads to some differences in the propagation characteristics of
these two modes in real time, as it is apparent from Fig. 8.
The similar behavior of the magnon wave packets traveling in
the surface and interface can lead to interesting features. For
example, a coherent wavevector-selective excitation of the mag-
nons at the surface can lead to a mode, which is almost equally
distributed in the surface and interface layer, and a mode that is
localized more strongly in the interface layer. The modes show
rather similar propagation characteristics while traveling in the
system. The system demonstrates a case in which the magnon
conductivity similarly takes place in the surface and interface
layer. This behavior of the surface and interface magnons would
have direct consequences on the physical properties, which are
directly linked to the magnon dynamics.
The discussion provided above is general and can be extended
to many different layered structures grown on different surfaces.
For example, in the case of Fe/Co/Co, one would expect that the
magnetic exchange parameters in the surface Fe layer are weak,
similar to those in the interface Co layer (see Supplementary
Note 1 and Supplementary Fig. 1). This fact leads to a large
spectral weight of the n= 0 in the surface Fe layer. The mode is
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Fig. 7 Two-dimensional momentum space distribution of magnons in the Co/Fe/Co system. The energy cuts are chosen so that the wavevector of
0.7Å−1 along the high symmetry Γ–X is highlighted (Γ and X represent the high symmetry points of the surface Brillouin zone). This corresponds to the
outer ring in panels (a–d) and the inner ring in panels (e–h). The other rings are due to the magnons with other wavevectors, which share the same energy.
Panels a–d are the results for the magnon energy of 76meV (magnons with n= 0) and e–h are the results for the magnon energy of 123 meV (magnons
with n= 1). The total Bloch spectral function is shown in panels (a, e). The Bloch spectral function projected into the interface (b, f), middle (c, g), and
surface layer (d, h) is also shown.
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weight of this mode in the surface Fe layer would also explain the
intense excitation of this mode while performing inelastic low-
energy electron scattering experiments such as SPEELS (see, for
example, the spectra shown in Fig. 1c). The low spectral weight of
the n= 1 magnon band in the surface layer, its low-energy and
higher damping makes it hard to be resolved in the spectra.
Similar to the discussion provided above regarding the real-space
localization of magnonic bands and their consequences on the
real-space dynamics of the magnon wave packets, one may also
construct and discuss the wave packets in the present case.
The discussed physics can also be generalized to the newly
discussed layered materials called two-dimensional magnets61,62
(for a review see, for example, ref. 63). A similar strategy may be
taken to design two-dimensional layered magnets, which exhibit
desired magnonic states and magnon dynamics. We note that in
the case of 2D magnets, the situation can be rather complex.
Currently, two-dimensional magnets are prepared using the
micromechanical exfoliation technique and multilayers may be
fabricated by layer stacking. Owing to the lattice mismatches,
the resulting structures will be different from the ideal model
systems investigated here. Hence, novel fabrication methods need
to be developed for preparing multilayers of these materials.
In summary, aiming on the understanding of the bosonic
surface and interface states, we investigated the origin of the
formation of magnonic band structure, surface, and interface
states in layered ferromagnets. Putting magnons (bosons) within
a similar formalism as electrons (fermions), we discuss the con-
cept of the magnonic band structure in layered ferromagnets and
discussed the physics of the band formation in such structures,
with respect to the momentum- and real-space localization of the
bands. The circumstances under which the surface and interface
states may be formed were outlined. It was found that the
momentum and real-space localization of magnon bands depend
on the pattern of the magnetic exchange interaction. By providing
various experimental examples of engineered synthetic layered
structures, we verified our discussions. We demonstrated how one
can design systems with strongly localized surface and interface
states and how such states may exhibit mixed properties. More-
over, we showed that in the case that the pattern of the magnetic
exchange parameters in the surface or interface layers is complex
and includes antiferromagnetic interactions, the surface or
interface states exhibit peculiar features, for example, “standing
bosonic Bloch states.” We anticipate that these states would
change the static as well as dynamic properties of the material. In
the context of magnon transport, one can realize different class of
materials with respect to their magnon conductivity, for example,
magnon conductor and insulator. Similarly, one may also extend
the discussion to more exotic magnonic materials, for example,
magnon Dirac, Weyl materials, and so on.
As the final remark, in our experiments, we deal with the finite
number of atomic layers, which are infinite in the x–y plane. Due
to the infinitely large lateral extension of our samples, it is not
necessary to consider modes associated with the vertical faces.
However, the physics discussed here can be extended to laterally
confined systems. The subject has become recently of interest in
the context of magnonic crystals64,65.
Methods
Experiments
Sample preparation. All experiments were performed under ultrahigh vacuum
conditions. Before film deposition, the surface of the Ir(001) substrate was cleaned
using our standard cleaning procedure developed for refractory metals and
described in details elsewhere66. The alternating layers were grown by molecular
beam epitaxy at 300 K. Low-energy electron diffraction recorded on the grown
layered ferromagnets showed a sharp (1 × 1) pattern, indicating a well-ordered
face-centered tetragonal structure of the multilayer structures67. Three different
synthetic layered structures were prepared and examined, namely Co/Co/Fe/Ir
(001), Co/Fe/Co/Ir(001), and Fe/Co/Co/Ir(001). The results were compared to
those of Co/Co/Co/Ir(001). In this representation, the thickness of each layer is one
atomic layer (ML).
The magnetic state of the samples was checked by means of the magneto-optical
Kerr effect in the longitudinal geometry. A rectangular ferromagnetic hysteresis
loop was observed for all systems. The magnetization of the samples was found to
lie in the plane for all layered structures.
Probing the magnon band structure. The magnons were probed by means of
SPEELS41,68. The spectra were recorded along the main symmetry directions of the
SBZ at the magnetic remanent state. The incident electron energy was between 6
and 9 eV. The incident energy was chosen such that the largest magnon signal was
observed in the spectra. The energy resolution was between 11 and 18 meV.
Electrons with their spin parallel to the sample magnetization are referred to as
minority electrons and those with spin polarization antiparallel to the sample
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Fig. 8 Real-space evolution of surface and interface magnons in the Co/Fe/Co structure. The evolution of the magnon wave packets in the Co/Fe/Co
structure at the point (qx, qy)= (0.7, 0), indicated in Fig. 7. Here, qx and qy represent the x and y components of the wavevector. τn denotes the lifetime of
the nth magnon mode and is obtained from the experimental data (τn= 2_=Γn, where Γn represent the intrinsic broadening of the magnon modes, τ0= 53
fs and τ1= 19 fs). The amplitude of the wave packets after t= 5τn is multiplied by 1000 for clarity.
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magnetization are referred to as majority electrons. Due to the conservation rule of
the total angular momentum, magnons are excited by the incidence of minority
electrons. This leads to a peak only in the minority spin spectra (I↓) and, conse-
quently, a peak in the difference spectra, defined as I↓− I↑69. The desired wave-
vector is achieved by changing the scattering geometry, that is, by varying the angle
between the incident and scattered beam with respect to the surface normal.
The magnon band structure was constructed by probing the excitation energy
of different magnon modes as a function of wavevector along the main symmetry
axes of the SBZ. The measured difference spectra were fitted with a convolution of
a Lorentzian and a Gaussian for each manon mode, where the Lorentzian
represents the intrinsic magnon signal and the Gaussian represents the
experimental broadening. The peak position provides the magnons’ energy and the
intrinsic Lorentzian linewidth provides information on the magnons’ lifetime. The
error bars in the magnons’ energy are given by the statistical and systematic
uncertainties. The statistical uncertainties are given by the goodness of the fits and
the deviations between the results of measurements repeated at a certain
wavevector. The systematic error bars are estimated by the uncertainty in the
momentum, that is, the momentum resolution. In our experiment, the momentum
resolution is Δq= 0.03Å−1. This leads to a systematic error of a certain magnon
mode with the energy of ℏω0 and the wavevector q0 being ∂_ω∂q j_ω0q¼q0Δq, where
∂_ω
∂q j_ω0q¼q0 represents the slope of the given magnon band at q0 and ℏω0.
Theory. In order to calculate the magnonic band structure in layered structures, we
use a combination of modeling and ab initio calculations. The density functional
theory based ab initio calculations were utilized for single-element multilayers, that
is, Co and Fe films. An atomistic spin model based on the Heisenberg Hamiltonian
was used to describe the magnon bands in the synthetic multilayers made of
different elements. In the following, we describe both approaches.
Ab initio density functional theory calculations of magnon properties. Ab initio
calculations were performed for single-element ferromagnetic atomic layers with
different geometrical structures. We start with self-consistent calculations of elec-
tronic structures within the framework of a generalized gradient approximation of
the density functional theory. We adopted the Korringa–Kohn–Rostoker Green
function method, which is specially designed for layered semi-infinite systems. The
Heisenberg exchange constants were obtained by using the magnetic force theo-
rem; likewise, implemented within the Green function method70. In order to
properly account for the interface reconstruction, a numerical scheme based on the
coherent potential approximation was used71–73. These calculations are carried out
for the case of Co and Fe films with different geometrical structures. We used the
lattice parameters reported in earlier experiments67. The experimental geometrical
parameters are used as the input in our ab initio calculations.
It is well known that first-principles calculations describe qualitatively the
magnonic band structure rather well. However, they overestimate the magnon
energies in Co films39,74–83. This is likely due to the fact that structural and
electronic structures of Co films cannot be described adequately within the single-
particle density functional theory. A solution to this problem has already been
discussed in ref. 32. The calculated electronic structures are modified such that to
reproduce the available photoemission data, experimentally measured on the
systems. The magnonic band structure calculated in this way agrees both
qualitatively and quantitatively with the experimental results32,84.
Calculations of magnonic band structure based on a Heisenberg model. For the case
of synthetic multilayers composed of different elements, the ab initio calculations
could provide a very good qualitative agreement with experimental data. However,
a quantitative agreement was only achieved when all the details of electronic
structures were described by the self-consistent calculations. It was realized that
when the system becomes complex, it is not easy to describe the electronic
structures with all the details. In order to avoid further complications, we used a
Heisenberg model to calculate the magnonic band structure. In this model, we used
the intralayer exchange parameters in each atomic layer, which were either cal-
culated by means of our ab initio theory for single-element systems, as described
above, or were taken from the earlier experiments, performed on single-element
films grown on the same substrate, with minimum modifications. Mainly, the
interlayer exchange coupling constants, describing the interaction between Fe and
Co atomic layers, were varied in order to achieve a quantitative agreement with the
experimental data. Within this model, up to 20 neighbors were considered,
depending on the strength of the interactions.
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